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1. Introduction 
 

CPS (Computerized Procedure System) is a 
representative system of main control room for 
APR1400 type nuclear power plant. Shinkori units 
3&4(SKN3&4) have been using the CPS for 
commercial operation for several years since 2016. 
Also Shinhanul units 1&2(SHN1&2) and Shinkori 
units 5&6(SKN5&6) are supposed to use CPS. All the 
CPS in SKN3&4, SHN1&2, and SKN5&6 were 
designed by KHNP CRI, and the CPS has been 
upgraded gradually for improving usability in each 
construction project such as SHN1&2, SKN5&6. The 
CPS for SKN5&6 has been upgraded based on user 
experience of previous plants.  

KHNP CRI conducted the CPS centered HFE V&V 
for SKN5&6 twice in 2016 and 2020~2021. This paper 
describes the result of CPS HFE V&V in 2020~2021. 
The V&V was conducted in two installments and two 
operation teams from SHN1&2 participated each in the 
V&V. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. CPS User Interface for SKN5&6  

 
2. Methods  

 
The second round of CPS centered V&V in 

2020~2021 was conducted in two installments, with 
two operation teams as subjects, and MCR operation 
expert, HFE expert as evaluators, and CPS designer. 
The V&V required operation teams to carry out 4 
scenarios including design basis accidents, and was 
conducted based on the evaluation of the appraiser and 
the results of the operator’s survey. 
 
2.1 Overview of V&V  

Table I: Overview for CPS V&V [1] 

 
 

2.2 Target Issues of CPS 
 

Target Issues in the V&V included one HED 
(Human factors Engineering Discrepancy) in SKN5&6 
PV (Preliminary Validation, 2016) and 14 expected 
issues following design improvement after SKN5&6 
PV. The detailed issues are as follows: 

 
(1) Recognition of automatic logic result display of    
bidirectional instructions (HED in PV) 
(2) Usability of automatic logic of instructions in 
procedures 
(3) Usability of the MCR crew for CCF abnormal 
procedure 
(4) Usability for deleting “CALL” button 
(5) Usability for ‘Override’ function enhancement in 

parent instructions  
(6) Usability for automatic logic disable indication 
(7) Usability for action target in browser mode 
(8) Usability for on-line hard copies in 2D overview 
pane 
(9) Cognitive for all CPS client failure 
(10) Usability for temporary storage and re-execution 
of procedures in progress 
(11) Usability for procedure in browser mode 
(12) Usability for HSI improvements in CPS 
(13) Usability of plant states and settings in task groups 
(14) Usability for Human error prevention technique in 
CPS 
(15) Usability for 2D overview pane 
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2.3 Operation Scenarios for CPS V&V 

 
CPS for SKN5&6 is available in EOP (Emergency 

Operating Procedure), AOP (Abnormal Operation 
Procedure), ARP (Alarm Response Procedure), GOP 
(General Operating Procedure), except for SOP 
(System Operating Procedure) which is paper based 
procedure. Thus crew has to perform the scenarios 
using both CPS and paper procedures if the scenario 
requires SOP. The scenarios were developed 
considering DBE (Design Basis Events) such as ESDE, 
LOCA, LOAF and SGTR. Overall direction of each 
scenaro is that GOP (or AOP), AOP, and finally EOP 
are executed gradually. Each scenario consisted of 
initial condition, latent malfunction, first event, second 
event, third event and forth event. Fig.2 shows scenario 
overview for the CPS V&V. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2. Scenario Overview for CPS centered V&V [2] 

 
3. Results 

 
For the target issues, four identical scenarios were 

performed by 2 MCR operation teams of SHN1&2. The 
results are as shown in Table II [3]. Table II is the 
result summary from comprehensive debriefing after 
the V&V, and the final result is currently being 
analyzed. This V&V ended nine of the 15 pending 
issues, and six of them needed to be supplemented. In 
addition, two new issues were drawn.  

Once the HED (Human factors Engineering 
Discrepancy) is derived after analyzing the data such as 
the results of evaluation, debriefing, and survey with 
operators. The HED and remaining issues will be re-
verified in SKN5&6 ISV (Integrated System 
Validation).  

 
 

 
 

Table II: Result of CPS V&V Debriefing 
 

 
 

 
4. Conclusions 

 
CPS centered V&V activities for SKN5&6 have been 

carried out continuously since 2016. This paper 
introduced the 2nd CPS centered V&V for SKN5&6, 
but the final outcome (i.e. HED items) was not 
described because the assessment results are currently 
being analyzed.  

In the second half of 2021, Integrated System 
Validation (ISV) is scheduled for SKN5&6, and the 
usability of CPS will also be evaluated in the ISV.   
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